
About ALIC

Anhui Light Industries International Co., Ltd 
(ALIC), a state-owned foreign trade enterprise 
of Anhui Province, has scored annual total 
volume of 500 million US dollars and annual 
turnover over 3.3 billion RMB.
More than 400 foreign trade experts of our 
company headquartered in ALIC center, Hefei 
High-Tech Development Zone, secure the best 
service for customers at home and abroad.
We have specialized in export and processing 
trade of various light industry products, 
craftworks, chemical products and machinery 
&electronic products, involving textile 
garments, domestic utensils, shoes, hats, bags, 
suitcases, �ittings, toys, gifts, stationery, kitchen 
supplies, sanitary wares, travel products, 
sporting goods, accessories of ships, lights, 
bikes, electric information and automobiles. 
Additionally, multi-layered businesses have 
expanded to over 160 countries and regions all 
over the world, coupled with sound 
cooperation with 3500 global partners and 
8500 domestic suppliers. ALIC is also a 
well-known importer of various raw materials, 
medical apparatus, machinery and consumer 
goods. 
ALIC has successively become a high-end 
product & service provider for world-class 
enterprises, institutions and organizations, 
such as Auchan, Wal-Mart, Shiseido, Airbus, 
Disney, UN Procurement Center, NATO, 
Carrefour, C&A, Burberry, Hugo Boss, Aldi and 
BMW. 

 The own brands of ALIC including “LILY”, 
“Carefree”, “Holiday”, “FlyingCrane”, “Happiness” 
and “EUROPA” have acquired renown in the 
world.
ALIC, with couples of international certi�ications, 
has been honorably awarded with AEO 
Certi�icate, AAA-Rated Customer of China Export 
Credit Insurance Corporation, China Quality 
Guarantee and Credible Enterprise, China 
Quality Guarantee and Credible Enterprise, 
Advanced Enterprise of Anhui Business System, 
Enterprise of Credit in Anhui Province, A-Level 
Tax Payer in Anhui Province, Provincial 
E-commerce Demonstration Enterprises and 
Civilized Enterprise Af�iliated to Anhui Province. 

Company Profile

History
Date          History

2018.09  ALIC was honored as 'Key Cultural Export Enterprises' in Anhui Province

2018.06  ALIC was awarded export tax rebate enterprises of 'One Class' quali�ication

2017. 11 ALIC was awarded 'AAA+ Grade Client in 2017' by Sino-sure

2017.06  ALIC was awarded state tax of 'One Class Enterprises' quali�ication

2016.05  ALIC entitled as National Culture Export Key Enterprise in 2015-2016 Year

2016.04  ALIC awarded Top 50 of 2015 Year on total import&export volume in Anhui province

2015.07  ALIC was awarded "AAA+ Grade Client in 2015 "by Sino-sure

2015.06  ALIC was titled as Provincial E-commerce Pilot/Demonstration Enterprise

2015.03  ALIC was honored as "Incorrupt Culture Construction Pilot in Anhui Province

2015.02  ALIC was awarded"The 4th Civilized Unit among Provincial Enterprises"

2014.11  ALIC PASSED ANUUAL AUDIT OF OKOTEX.

2014.02  ALIC GAINED “CHINA QUALITY GUARANTEE & CREDIBLE ENTERPIRSES”

2013.03  ALIC gained Innovation Prize of the 23rd east China export commodities fair in March of 2013.

2013.01  ALIC was awarded as the winner of the best partner in 2012



ALIC Testing Center
Testing Center
Testing Center, in possession of specialized scienti�ic 
labs concerned with textiles, garments, case& bags, 
is competent of conducting independent scienti�ic 
tests through advanced testing machines for physic 
property tests on above mentioned products. 
Speci�ically, textile product testing lab is constituted 
of constant temperature and humidity lab, washing 
lab and ranking lab, where we can conduct tests of 
tensile strength, seam strength, colour fastness to 
washing, colour fastness to washing with soap, 
colour fastness to rubbing, down-proof, fabric 
weight, breathability, pilling resistance, abrasion 
resistance, rain, spay and water pressure. 
Additionally, Testing center is able to conduct testings on above-mentioned items in strict 
accordance with standards at home and abroad including GB/T, ISO, AATCC, ASTM and present 
reliable testing reports.   
Testing center is home to a professional team and its testers all have received training provided by 
professional third party institutions. At present, Testing Center has been certi�ied by Shenzhen 
Centre Testing International, TVD SUD, Inspection &Quarantine Technical Center of Beijing 
Entry-Exit Inspection &Quarantine Bureau and Inspection &Quarantine Technical Center of Nanjing 
Customs. Later, it will get down to the certi�ication by CNAS for a international quali�ication so as to 
provide ALIC and whole society with all-round, high-end testing services. 

Our lab is equipped with the temperature and humidity control system. Certi�ied professionals are 
hired to test the physical properties of the fabrics.

Physical-Mechanical Test

Laboratory
A full set of electronic testing equipment can accurately measure all the properties of colors, helping 
us to develop products with popular colors and to provide customers with samples for comparison 
on different color settings.

Water Resistance Tester

Abrasion Resistance Tester

Rain Tester

Moisture Meter

Washable Color Fastness Tester

Wetted Tester

Tearing InstrumentRubbing Color Fastness Tester

Tensile Strength Meter Down-proof Tester

Light boxDispenser



Equipments

Factory

Our mill has the investment of 480 million RMB and covers an 
area of 120,000 M ,including a construction  area of 110,000 M . 
Besides, the annual capacity is 80 million meters of high-quality 
fabrics.
Our mill is an integrated manufacturer which is specialized in 

weaving, dyeing, printing, coating,membrane-making, lamination etc.
Main products: high quality woven & knitted fabrics, elastic fabrics, functional laminated fabrics, 
W/R breathable laminated fabrics, safe guarding fabrics, recycled fabrics etc.

Twist Yarn

Finish

Covered Yarn False Twist Twist Yarn

Desizing Dropping Knitting stereotypes

Dry coating Woven setting Woven setting



Sustainable Management
ALIC sets up an Environmental Protection Department at the Head Of�ice to integrate all the activities 
regarding industrial safety and environmental related issues. Measures relevant to resource 
conservation, energy ef�iciency, carbon reduction, employee safety, and other aspects of green 
products are designed, adopted, and promoted. Efforts to ful�ill our social responsibility as a 
sustainable green business are exertd without any reservation.

-Resource Conservation
- Carbon Reduction
-Employee safety
-Green Products

Wet coating

Lamination Sewage treatmentPU Lamination

Knitting BrushDyeing

Cire Transfer printingBonding

Extra Finish

ISO 9001 Certi�icate Oeko-Tex Standard 100 Certi�icate bluesign Certi�icate RECYCLED Certi�icate



Products

ALIC to own a complete set of facilities and experience to provide 
customers with the most suitable products, whether stable �ibers, 
synthetic �ibers, or a composite woven with synthetic and stable 
�ibers, weft stretch, warp stretch, or bi-stretch are elements for 
production.

Casual&Function

Multi Yarn Dyed

Synthetic Yarn Dyed possesses the functional properties of synthetic �ibers and the pattern changes 
in yarn dyed. Function-focused outdoor sports apparels, whether they are in checks, pleats, and a 
variety of texture.
--100% Polyester Y/D for jacket
--polyester Y/D for Top
--Nylon Supplex Y/D

Synthetic Yarn Dyed

Shape memory fabrics feature their natural wrinkles and the 
ease to smoothen them out. In aesthetic, this series can be used 
to create a unique look of three-dimensional pleats.

Shape memory

--Denim Look
--Wash out
--Beachwear

Casual Look

--Suede
Suede with micro-�ine �ibers in a variety of weights can be used 
as fabrics for casual wear and accessories.

--Bright Light Leather
It’s woven with various components and then processed to get a 
leather-like surface, which looks natural, soft, shiny and glossy.

Leather Like

We provides variety of extra-�inish services.
Burn Out/ Cire / Crush / Drill / Emboss / Print / Sanding / 
Supersonic Quilt...

Fancy Finish 



Products

To collect used polyester materials, to melt, to remove impurities, to decolor, 
re-aggregate them into polyester raw materials, to turn them into �ibers, and then 
to have the �ibers twisted into yarns and woven into fabrics.

Eco Green

Recycled Polyester

Organic cotton does not cause any harm to the land and human beings like what 
the planting of ordinary cotton would. It is also soft and delicate, breathable and 
moisture wicking.

Organic Cotton

New environment-friendly C-6-type water repellents can not only repel water and 
oil but also comply with the EU laws that have completely banned the use of PFOS.

PFOA/PFOS Free W/R

As bamboo �iber contains countless tiny pores on its cross section, the fabrics 
made of bamboo �iber are breathable and moisture wicking and provide natural 
antibacrial and decodorant functions.

Bamboo

Both of Tencel & Modal are natural �ibers, coming from plants which demand little 
water and land, and can be completely decomposed in the soil, resulting in to 
environmental pollution at all.

Tencel / Modal

Cold natural minerals are added into nylon �ibers during the early stage of 
processing. DL cool textiles are thus cool, dry, and light-weighted. When wearing 
DL cool textiles, you feel 1-20C cooler than otherwise.

DL Cool 



Products

Using natural �iber/synthetic �iber/mixed blend,yarn dyed and piece dyed 
fabrics,DE LICACY produces a variety of elastic fabrics,by means of weft 
stretch/warp stretch/bi-stretch.

Performance&Protect

Easy Move-Excellent Stretch

We has developed a twist yard,which can stretch naturally without adding in any 
stretch �iber.This mechanical stretch fabric has good dimensional stability, 
recovers to its original shape very quickly,and feel soft.

Mechanical Stretch-DLFLT

Nylon itself has high tear stretch.our products emphasize on the feeling of 
cotton.They feel soft and delicate but retain the characteristics of 
wearability,comfort,and durability.at have completely banned the use of PFOS.

Nylon Cotton

The design of three-dimensional wicking lining gives a soft touch.
Even if the clothes are wet,your skin will not feel sticky and uncomfortable.
Stay dry and comfortable whatever sports activities you are engaged in.

Wicking&Quick Dry(Ez-Dry®)

Both of Tencel & Modal are natural �ibers, coming from plants which demand little 
water and land, and can be completely decomposed in the soil, resulting in to 
environmental pollution at all.

3D Double Weaving

Made of titanium dioxide TiO2 matt yard,which provides durable UV protection 
function in its own right and treated by �inish processing methods to enhance UV 
function.

Anti-UV

Weather it is natural or synthetic �iber,the wrinkle-free characteristics of the �iber 
itself make your clothes easy to handle.Otherwise,some �inish processing on the 
clothes can also make “ease care” attainable.

Wrinkle Free (Easy Care)

Surface of this fabric can repel water quickly,when water contacts surface of this 
fabric,it can effectively prevent water from penetration,keeping the fabric dry.After 
use,it dries fast,too.

Water Repellent



Products

Pass rain test to prevent moisture  from penetrating from outside and to keep the 
down from exposing from within,this fabric is ideal for down jacket.

High Density(P.R.T)

Ultra-light weight of this fabric makes the garments easy to fold and to carry.It 
occupies less space and causes no burden.Tear strength can reach up to more than 
800g.

Feather Weight 

To combine the surface fabric,functional membrane,and lining.Surface fabric can 
stretch and stand wear;Functional membrane is highly waterproof and 
breathable;Inner lining keeps warmth.
nned the use of PFOS.

3Layer Soft Shell

To combine the surface fabric and functional membrane to make garments which 
are windproof,water-repellent,and breathable.We provides a wide range of 
designed surface fabrics.

2Layer Soft Lamination

The 2.5-layer products made by a special technology have not only the 
functionality of two-layer lamination but also beautiful prints on the inner 
membrane surface.

2.5Layer

It’s free to bond different materials of various thickness and weight to combine the 
windproof and water-repellent characteristics of the outer layer with the 
warmth-keeping function of the inner layer.

2Layer Bonding

PU or Acrylic resin can be coated on the surface of fabric so that the fabric can be 
made waterproof,breathable,and windproof.Surface of its garments is 
shiny,soft,thin,and noise-less.

Function Coating
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